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Here are over 70 English adjectives beginning with the letter K. Read on to discover plenty
of adjectives that can enhance your speech.
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Adjectives That Start with KA (15 Words)

kabbalistic Having a secret or hidden meaning- john gunther According to azulai he
wrote many kabbalistic works.

kafkaesque Relating to or in the manner of franz kafka or his writings Searching for a
particular one would be a kafkaesque nightmare.

kaleidoscopic Continually shifting or rapidly changing It is often referred to as ythoff’s
kaleidoscopic construction.

kaleidoscopical Continually shifting or rapidly changing

kampuchean
Of or relating to or characteristic of cambodia or its people or language
But resolution of the kampuchean issue continued to elude asean
ministers.

kantian Of or relating to immanuel kant or his philosophy Schopenhauer’s kantian
transcendental idealism was opposed to goethe’s realism.

kaput Destroyed or killed Both of these publishers are kaput, however.

karyokinetic Of or relating to the division of the nucleus of a cell during mitosis or
meiosis

kashmiri Of or relating to or characteristic of kashmir or its people or culture
Kashmiri brahmins are one such group.

katabatic
Of an air current or wind; moving downward or down a slope because of
cooling especially at night The strong katabatic wind there is the
northeastern bora.

katabolic Characterized by destructive metabolism
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katari Of or concerning qatar or its inhabitants If so i should post one of the two
hiphalas associated with katari.

katharobic Of living being in an oxygenated environment lacking organic matter

kayoed Knocked unconscious by a heavy blow Bob smith’s olds was also kayoed
in a solo crash.

kazakhstani Of or pertaining to kazakhstan or to the kazakhs or their culture Today it
is the acknowledged leader in kazakhstani librarian science.

Adjectives That Start with KE (9 Words)

kechuan Of or relating to the quechua or their language

keeled Having a ridge or shaped like a ridge or suggesting the keel of a ship The
dorsal scales are mostly keeled.

keen Having or demonstrating ability to recognize or draw fine distinctions Whet
does not mean to sharpen or to make keen.

kempt Neat and tidy The municipality is located in the mid kempt valley.

kenyan Of or relating to or characteristic of kenya or its people Kenyan cricket team in
the netherlands in 2008.

key Serving as an essential component The exposition starts in the tonic key and
ends in the dominant key.

keyed Serving as an essential component Logic and perseverance is the key.
keyless Lacking or not requiring a key Electronic keyless entry and starting system.

keynesian Of or relating to john maynard keynes or to his economic theories Such a view
is not incompatible with keynesian macroeconomics.

Adjectives That Start with KH, KI (22 Words)

khaki Of a yellowish brown color Khaki blends beautifully with the color of the
outdoors.

kidney-shaped Resembling the shape of kidney Elimination is through the gastrointestinal
tract and the kidney.

killable Fit to kill, especially for food Of course, that’s not what makes it killable.
killing Very funny The aircraft hit a bungalow, killing the pilot.

kin Related by blood The kin and assembling kith are pleased to see him at
work.

kinaesthetic Of or relating to kinesthesis It’s all about the kinaesthetic.
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kind Agreeable, conducive to comfort The organization is kind of messy.

kind-hearted Having or proceeding from an innately kind disposition She is a cold
hearted and conscienceless woman.

kinder Agreeable, conducive to comfort She was kind of fetching.

kindhearted Having or proceeding from an innately kind disposition He is very
kindhearted and outside of school is an average guy.

kindly Pleasant and agreeable Kindly explain the difference between the two.

kindred Related by blood or marriage A kindred spirit, he feeds and befriends the
troubled souls of the street.

kinesthetic Of or relating to kinesthesis It also reflects kinesthetic proprioception, the
body as felt in motion.

kinetic Supplying motive force- h.o.taylor I’m learning about the kinetic energy in
the class.

king-size Extra large The sizing in canada is the us size, not the uk size.

king-sized Extra large The american quarters are private, approximately person sized
soundproof booths.

kinglike Having the rank of or resembling or befitting a king

kingly Having the rank of or resembling or befitting a king They are kingly and
pleasure seeking.

kinky Informal terms; strikingly unconventional Christensen specialized in
performing kinky sex acts for money.

kiplingesque In the manner of rudyard kipling

kitschy Effusively or insincerely emotional It is bizarre, comical and way over the
top kitschy.

kittenish Playful like a lively kitten These cats tend to stay playful and kittenish
throughout their long lives.

Adjectives That Start with KN (18 Words)

knackered Very tired I’m knackered and need to get some sleep.

knavish Marked by skill in deception For poor serving men are held responsible
for his knavish on goings.

knee-deep Coming only to the ankle or knee The ford was so deep.
knifelike Cutting or able to cut as if with a knife

knightly Being attentive to women like an ideal knight I am not sure how relevant
the knightly order is.
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knobbed Used of old persons or old trees; covered with knobs or knots The
knobbed whelk has two pairs of tentacles on the head.

knobbly Having knobs He landed on a huge knobbly boulder.

knobby Having knobs It produces a branching, leafy stem coated in knobby
glands.

knock-kneed
Having the knees abnormally close together and the ankles wide apart
While hammering, he hears a knock coming from the other side of the
door.

knockabout Suitable for rough use However, its a good bit of knockabout fun, makes a
change from the solar stuff.

knockdown Easily assembled and dismantled Neither of us are looking for a
knockdown fight,.

knockout Very strong or vigorous Pursuit knockout is essentially a lap knockout
with a twist.

knotty Used of old persons or old trees; covered with knobs or knots Our
bedroom is panelled with vintage knotty pine.

know-it-all
Quantifier; used with either mass or count nouns to indicate the whole
number or amount of or every one of a class So are all political
commentators writing a jeremiad every week

knowable Capable of being known Infinite games, on the other hand, do not have a
knowable beginning or ending.

knowing Characterized by conscious design or purpose Knowing the score is
actually a hinderance to getting this joke.

knowledgeable Highly educated; having extensive information or understanding I’m not
knowledgeable enough to evaluate the reliability of the article.

known Apprehended with certainty They are known as racketeers.

Adjectives That Start with KO, KU, KY (11 Words)

ko’d Knocked unconscious by a heavy blow Maybe that’s who mai shiranui really
means in her ko’d voice sample.

kokka Of or pertaining to the branch of shinto recognized as the state religion of
japan

kookie Informal or slang terms for mentally irregular But that’s cause no one has
thought to talk about anything that kookie.

kooky Informal or slang terms for mentally irregular She tends to be a little kooky at
best.
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koranic Of or related to the sacred texts of islam As for the qissa, it can be defined in
terms of classical koranic stories.

korean Of or relating to or characteristic of korea or its people or language The land
is now korean possession.

kosher Proper or legitimate Abba zaba bars are kosher pareve.

kurdish Of or relating to kurdistan or the kurds or their language and culture Not just
kurdish politics, kurdish history, kurdish flag.

Kuwaiti
Of or relating to the capital of Kuwait or its residents.
Al Murabit lauded the Kuwaiti government and people’s abidance by Islamic
teachings in their work to make a change and introduce reforms.

kyphotic Characteristic of or suffering from kyphosis, an abnormality of the vertebral
column

Kyrgyzstani Of or relating to or characteristic of Kyrgyzstan or its people or culture.
The consensus on Wikipedia was to use the more specific Kyrgyzstani.

Although adjectives that begin with K are not very common, there are some really good ones
that shouldn’t be overlooked. Use them in your daily conversations and make your speech
more diverse.
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